Definition of TDMA
• Short for Time Division Multiple Access, a technology for delivering digital wireless service using time-division multiplexing (TDM) • TDMA works by dividing a radio frequency into time slots and then allocating slots to multiple calls • In this way, a single frequency can support multiple, simultaneous data channels 3
Cited from http://wi-fiplanet.webopedia.com/TERM/t/TDMA.html Basic Concepts
• Consider a TDMA system in which time is slotted and time slots are organized into frames of M slots, indexed from 1 to M • Let the duration of a frame be T seconds, a station using TDMA will transmit one packet a data into a time slot of T/M seconds and then become idle for (M-1)T/M seconds. The duration between the message arrival and its transmission • w
The fraction of a frame remaining after the last frame • r
The delay due to all previous message arrivals • In number of frames The fraction of a frame remaining after the last frame (w)
• If w is long, the probability of other message arrivals, within the current frame and prior to X, is small • On the other hand, a shorter w gives a higher probability of other arrivals prior to X • Assume w is uniformly distributed over (0, 1) E(w) =1/2
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The delay due to all previous message arrivals ( r )
• depends upon -u the assigned number of contiguous slots per frame -l the number of leftover messages from all previous frames -y the number of messages arriving in the interval AX
• We can write where i is an integer 0 ≤ i < u chosen such that r is an integer • Find E(r) need the expected values of I, y and i • E(l), E(y) can be found from the message arrival process 
